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Blueprint Inspection Form – Developed to provide the minimum set of inspection criteria that the state boards of pharmacy agreed are necessary for making licensure decisions. The form was developed by representatives from 42 boards.

Currently there are 12 states participating in the Blueprint Program (Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming.

In order to be deemed a Blueprint state and to remain an active participant in the program, states must agree to five main requirements for conducting inspections of sterile compounding pharmacies that ship product over state lines.

(1) Universal form – Blueprint states must use the Universal form in order to provide consistent inspection criteria. If the state can’t use the Universal Form then it may instead utilize its own form that has been cross-walked to the blueprint form.

(2) Initial Training – Compliance officers or inspectors completing the sterile compounding inspection for pharmacies that ship product across state lines must receive initial sterile compounding training either through Critical Point Sterile Compounding Inspector Training or through in-state training conducted by NABP.

(3) Ongoing training – Inspectors for Blueprint states must also participate in annual training, which NABP will provide at no cost to the states.

(4) Inspection Frequency – Blueprint states must attest that they will inspect pharmacies that ship sterile products out-of-state no less than every 18 months.

(5) Inspection report sharing – Blueprint states must share their inspection reports through NABP e-profile connect, unless this sharing is prohibited by law or board policy.